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Study Guide
Grammar Skills 
 



Sentence: Clear/Unclear
A clear sentence conveys a message concisely with properly placed modifiers and correct subject-verb agreements.  Clear sentences are generally concise and easy to understand.

	Example of a misplaced modifiers:  Faster than a cheetah, the people watched as the girl sprinted across the finish line. In this sentence the people are faster than cheetahs.  Instead the sentence should read: Faster than a cheetah, the girl sprinted across the finish line as the people watched.

	Example of a subject-verb agreement:  She walks to school alone.  In this sentence the subject "she" is singular; therefore, the verb "walks" must also be in singular form.



Clear sentences are created by ensuring that subjects and verbs agree, and by ensuring that modifiers are correctly placed near the words they are modifying.

Practice:

In order to help the student understand clear sentences, he or she should use subject-verb agreements correctly by selecting the best answer from the given choices.  Then given, the student should place the bolded modifier next to the object being described.

	Example:  Mom and Aunt Joan always _______________  baked potatoes.  (eat, eats) / who are closely related  ->  Mom and Aunt Joan who are closely related eat steak and potatoes.
1.  They _______________  instruments in class together.  (plays, play) / new and shiny  -> 
2.  Her favorite doll _______________  missing.  (is, are) / curly haired.  -> 
3.  The rain _______________  coming in through the hole in the roof.  (is, are) / cold and wet  -> 
4.  The teacher _______________  the homework to the students.  (explains, explain) / confused  ->  
5.  The hermit crab _______________  its shell as it grows.  (changes, change) / adventurous  -> 



Subject-Verb Agreement - E
Subject-verb agreement is formed when a subject and verb of a sentence both take the same singular or plural form.

Example of a subject-verb agreement: Kimora surfs on Saturday mornings.

In this sentence, the subject Kimora is singular; therefore, the verb surfs is also in singular form.  In the following example, the subject Kimora and Selma is plural; therefore, the verb surf is also in plural form.

Example:  Kimora and Selma surf on Saturday mornings.

The subject of a sentence tells who or what the sentence is about.  The action performed by the subject is the verb.  These two sentence components must agree in number with each other.  If the subject is singular, the verb must also be singular. If there is a plural subject, the verb must also be plural.

Every sentence must contain a subject and a predicate.  The subject of a sentence is the person, place, thing, or idea being discussed.  The predicate of a sentence is what is being said about that person, place, thing, or idea.

In sentences containing intervening elements or phrases, the student should pay special attention to the sentence's subject.  For example:

	-One of my sisters, definitely the brightest out of all my mother's children, is practicing for the annual Spelling Bee.

Sentences containing relative pronouns can also be tricky.  Relative pronouns include: who/whose/whom, which, and that.  It is important for the student to memorize the instances in which each of the relative pronouns are used.

	-The woman with whom I argued was very rude to my sister.
	-The boy who cried wolf is now considered a liar.
	-The rain that comes in April helps the flowers grow for the month of May.
	-The pamphlet to which you are referring is very poorly written.

It may be helpful for the student to memorize which verbs are used when the subject is a relative pronoun.  For example:

	-The woman whom you attacked is very angry.
	-The woman who attacked my sister is very angry.
	(The word "whose" is the possessive form of the word "who.")
	-The woman whose coat I borrowed expects me to return it tomorrow.
	-The dogs that I rescued are obedient.

Practice:

To help the student understand subject-verb agreement he or she should select the best answer from the given choices to make the sentence agree in number.

Example:
The audience _______________  the play.  (watch, watches)  ->  The audience watches the play.

1.  I always _______________  in the front row.  (sit, sits)
2.  The boys _______________  tickets for the next performance.  (purchases, purchase)
3.  The actress _______________  signing autographs after the show.  (is, are)
4.  Some plays _______________  performed all over the world.  (are, is)
5.  The cast _______________  a standing ovation.  (receive, receives)
6.  The bell _______________  chimes for the town lets us know that it's time for dinner.  (that, who)
7.  My uncle, who is my mother's oldest sibling, _______________  us with respect.  (treat, treats)
8.  My cousin, Isabella June, _______________  to play with her tea set.  (likes, like)
9.  The police officer _______________  I am speaking is quite helpful.  (to whom, who)
10.  My brother _______________  pulled my hair cannot watch television for two weeks.  (which, who)


Commas: Introductory Elements
A comma is a punctuation mark used to set apart ideas or segments of meaning, dates, addresses, and parts of a letter.  At this level, commas are used to follow an introductory element or phrase.

Use a comma to separate an introductory element from the main clause that follows.  An introductory element is a phrase that cannot stand alone as a sentence; therefore, it can be found introducing a sentence's main clause.

For example:
-Unfortunately, I forgot my homework on the bus.
-Mr. President, you really should listen to the people who voted for you.
-Aaliyah screamed, "Don't touch my new bicycle!"
-As the most talented athlete in our school, Laila practices every day.
-To learn how to play the piano, you first have to know how to read music.

Practice:

It may be helpful to explain the use of commas with introductory elements to the student.  Review the rule, and learn how to apply it by having the student rewrite sentences from his or her favorite books or the school textbook without the correct punctuation.  Work with the student and help him or her rewrite the sentences by inserting commas as needed.  Using the following examples is a good start.

1.  Digging its hooves into the mountain ledge the goat struggled to keep its footing.
2.  In a wealthier part of town three separate families have fountains on their front lawns.
3.  To conclude my report on Mars I would like to suggest that you all buy a telescope.
4.  The nicest girl in our class Jenan will soon be moving to Oregon.
5.  Dr. Kidney do you think that my aunt will feel better in the morning?
6.  However the bully did not plan on the other students defending themselves.
7.  Unless I tell you differently you are never to cross the street without holding my hand.
8.  My father questioned "Does anyone know where I left the screwdriver?"


Quotation Marks - E
Quotation marks are used to enclose a direct quote, to indicate dialogue, or to punctuate certain literary titles.  At this level, students should be able to determine the speaker in a series of quotes.

Correct Use of Quotation Marks in Dialogue

	Incorrect:  Bindel said, I like to eat spaghetti.
	Correct: Bindel said, "I like to eat spaghetti."

-It is important for students to note that quotation marks are used to distinguish a speaker and conversation.

Here is another example:

	Incorrect:  Babette,  Geronimo questioned, where is your brother?
	Correct:  "Babette," Geronimo questioned, "where is your brother?"
-When edited correctly, it becomes obvious that the speaker is Geronimo and not Babette.

If someone is quoted within dialogue, a single quotation mark is used.

	Incorrect:  "Jacquese won't share because he said, "They're all mine!""
	Correct:  "Jacquese won't share because he said, 'They're all mine!'"
-When edited correctly, this shows that someone else is explaining exactly what Jacquese said.

Punctuation that Changes Meaning

	1.  "I am scared of riding my bike," Louis Charles said.
	2.  "I am scared of riding my bike, Louis," Charles said.
-It is important for students to understand the difference between the two sentences.  In sentence 1, Louis Charles is the full name of the speaker.  In sentence 2, Charles is speaking to his friend, Louis.  The quotation mark in a different place changes the entire sentence's meaning.

Correct Use of Quotation Marks with Chapter Titles

	Incorrect:  For homework tonight, please read chapter seven, Past Tense Verbs.
	Correct:  For homework tonight, please read chapter seven, "Past Tense Verbs."

Practice:

In order for the student to practice using quotation marks correctly, he or she should recognize how quotation marks are used in familiar works.  To help the student with this understanding, you may wish to use an excerpt of dialogue from the student's textbook or leisure reading material.  Remove the quotation marks from around pieces of dialogue and chapter titles.  Ask the student to rewrite the selection of text using the correct punctuation.  Below is a sample paragraph to get the student started.

	Class, I hope you all understood last night's reading assignment, Mr. Knightly stated.
	Aren slowly raised his hand.  Mr. Knightly, I did not understand why we were reading chapter four, Geometry Shapes, when that isn't what we've been studying.
	As he flipped through his textbook, a look of confusion crossed Mr. Knightly's face.  Aren, are you certain that I assigned chapter four last night?
	Aren looked across the room toward his best friend Minerva.  I believe so, Mr. Knightly, he answered truthfully.



Sentence: Parallel Structure
In a well-written sentence, the proper arrangement and phrasing of words should be used to illustrate the similarity of two or more thoughts in a sentence.  A mistake in the arrangment and phrasing results in a parallel structure error.

Examples of Parallel Structure Errors

Incorrect: My mother's hobbies include knitting, she likes to garden, and she's a great cook.
	The problem here is that the words "knitting," "to garden," and "cook" are not phrased similarly.  They are all different verb tenses.  See the example below.

Correct: My mother's hobbies include knitting, gardening, and cooking.
	In the correct answer, all of the verb tenses are now unified.

The following setence has a parallel structure error.  Why?
	"He liked drawing and to eat."
The related actions (drawing and to eat) are not expressed in the same form.  One action word ends with "ing," the other uses "to," which is a different form.  Either form would be correct; however, the same form must be used for both action words.
Both of the following sentences are correct:
"He liked drawing and eating."
"He liked to draw and to eat."

The example above involves actions, but the same rule applies for descriptive words. The following example is incorrect:
	"Susan is outgoing and has talent."
The related descriptions are not parallel. "is outgoing" and "has talent" are different forms.

The following would be correct:
"Susan is outgoing and talented."Practice:

The following activity will improve the student's ability to balance sentences and coordinate thoughts.

Orally, provide the students with a sentence such as "I like to daydream, plant flowers, and listen to opera music."  Ask the student to construct a similar sentence with his or her own favorite activities.  Point out inconsistencies in related actions, descriptions, or ideas.

You can also provide students with an unfinished sentence and ask them to complete it.
For example: "I think Spanish class is _______________ , _______________ , and _______________ .


Verbs: Participles
A participle is a verb form that functions as an adjective.

A present participle is a verb that ends with -ing and functions as an adjective.
	- Ex. The TREMBLING puppy must be cold. (Which puppy? the trembling puppy)
A past participle is a verb that ends with -ed and functions as an adjective.  A few verbs form irregular participles.  (See past tense verbs.) 
	- Ex. The EXHAUSTED kitten fell asleep quickly. (Which kitten? the exhausted kitten)

Practice:

To help the student understand how to recognize and use participles, have the student complete the following exercise.  First, have the student convert the underlined verb into a participle.  Then have the student use the participle and noun in a sentence.
- Ex. draw class ->  drawing class ->  I signed up for a drawing class at the community college.
- Ex. embarrass child -> embarrassed child -> The embarrassed child took a step away from her bizarre parents.

1.  shine sun 
2.  bore student
3.  frighten baby
4.  flutter butterfly
5.  amaze crowd



Verbs: Past Perfect Tense
The past perfect tense of a verb is used to express an action completed in the past before another past occurrence.

The past perfect tense always includes the helping verb had.
	- Ex. Sinead HAD TRAVELED cross country for weeks before she arrived here last month. (All the action happened in the past, but Sinead traveled in the past before she arrived.)
	- Ex. They HAD EATEN ten pies by the time the contest ended. (All the action happened in the past, but they ate pies in the past before the contest ended.)

Practice:

To help the student correctly use past perfect tense verbs, use the following exercise.  Each of the following sentences is written in either past tense or past perfect tense.  Have the student look at the underlined verb in each sentence.  Then have the student label the verb as past or past perfect tense.
	- Ex. I was a dancer. (past tense)
	- Ex. We had finished decorating before people arrived at the party. (past perfect tense)

1. I wanted to visit Canada.
2. Quirce found my book after I had left for school.
3. They never asked to borrow my car.
4. Before Trinidad baked cookies, she had bought chocolate chips.
5. The movie had started by the time we arrived at the theater.



Verbs: Past Progressive Tense
The past progressive tense of a verb expresses a continuing action or state of being that has happened during a specific time in the past.  The simplest way to explain a past progressive verb is that it was an action that was occurring during a specific moment in time.

Past progressive tense verbs are formed by using both a main verb in the -ing form, preceded by any past tense of the helping verb be.  Was and were are past forms of the helping verb be.

Example:
Maribel was riding her scooter when her mother called her for dinner.
Example:
Her parents were setting the table when she walked in the door.

Practice:

Using sentences found in any age-appropriate text, the student should locate ten or more sentences that include verbs or verb phrases (verbs and any additional helping verbs) of any tense.  Then, the student should copy these sentences into his or her own notebook.  After the sentences have been written, the student should identify the verbs and/or verb phrases in each sentence by underlining them.  Next, the student should convert any verbs and/or verb phrases into past progressive tense verbs.  If the rewritten sentences are already in the past progressive tense, the student should indicate this at the end of the sentence.

	Example:
	Elmo ate cookies during the car ride to Grandma's.  -> Elmo was eating cookies during the car ride to Grandma's.
	Grandma bakes her famous apple pie.  ->  Grandma was baking her famous apple pie.
	They will feel ill because they ate too many desserts.  ->  They were feeling ill because they ate too many desserts.
	They all were talking when we arrived.  -> This is already a past progressive verb tense.


Apostrophes: Contractions - A
Apostrophes are used in contractions to signal the omission of letters.  For example, the words "you" and "are" can be combined to create the contraction "you're."

A contraction is formed when one or more letters is removed and replaced with an apostrophe.
- Ex. do not -> don't 

There are a few irregular contractions:
-will not -> won't
-cannot -> can't

Practice:

To help the student learn contractions, it may be helpful to develop flash cards that contain words where apostrophes are used to show omission.  Below are some examples.  The student's teacher can provide a longer list of contractions he or she studies in school.

	Front Side: I'm
	Back Side:  I am

	Front Side: haven't
	Back Side:  have not

	Front Side: didn't
	Back Side:  did not


Commas: Intervening Words/Phrases
A comma is a punctuation mark used to set apart ideas or segments of meaning, dates, addresses, and parts of a letter.  At this level, a comma is used with intervening elements and appositives.

An intervening element is a phrase or clause that comes between the subject and the predicate of a sentence.

An appositive follows a noun, pronoun, or phrases in clauses that they describe.  Appositives are different from intervening elements because an appositive describes the noun, pronoun, or phrase in a sentence, while an intervening element adds further detail to a sentence.

Both intervening elements and appositives are separated from the rest of the sentence by using commas.

Examples of a comma used with intervening elements:

-The dogs, as well as the rabbits and cats, made my house feel like a barn.
-Lightning, as well as thunder, really frightens me.
-My brother, along with my twin sister, decided to throw me a surprise party.
-Christophe, whose middle name is Pierre, is moving to Ohio with his family.

Examples of a comma used with an appositive:

-Barkley, my neighbor's pet poodle, really earns his name.
-Manitoba, a province of Canada, has a population of over one million residents.
-My uncle, Yoturi Ishu, won a hot dog eating contest.

Practice:

It may be helpful to explain the use of commas with intervening elements and appositives to the student.  Review the rule, and learn how to apply it by having the student rewrite sentences from his or her favorite books or the school textbook without the correct punctuation.  Work with the student and help him or her rewrite the sentences by inserting commas as needed.  Using the following examples is a good start.

1.  Lemmings as well as caribou and otters are familiar sights in Alaska.
2.  A cold drink and perhaps even a cheese sandwich would be much appreciated while I am studying.
3.  Minerva my sister is older than me by only eighteen months.
4.  Matthew running as quickly as he could hoped that he wouldn't drop the baton as he rounded the corner.
5.  Victor Castellano my cousin lives in New Mexico.


Commas: Dates (Month/Day/Year)
A comma is a punctuation mark used to set apart ideas or segments of meaning, and to set off dates, addresses, and parts of a letter.  At this level, commas are used when writing the month, day, and year in a date.

Examples of the use of a comma in dates:
-Did you read the horoscope for July 13, 2004?
-My youngest aunt was born on December 14, 1955.
-Your final exam will take place on the morning of June 8, 2005.

However, when a date includes only a month and year, the comma is omitted:
-The events of July 1968 changed Rodrigo's life forever.
-Marisela and her twin brother Carlos were born in September 2003.

Practice:

To help the student practice adding a comma to a date, you may wish to provide several examples of dates for the student to use in a sentence or in isolation.  For instance, you may use dates that the student is familiar with, such as his or her date of birth, important historical dates, or the student's first day of school.  Using these dates, have the student create a sentence with the comma inserted in the correct place.

Below are some sample dates for the student to use, as well as a completed practice exercise.

1.  Month:  August  Day:  16  Year:  1997
	My older sister begins her freshman year of college on August 16, 1997.
2.  Month:  January  Day:  1  Year:  2005
3.  Month:  November  Year:  1979
4.  Month:  October  Day:  31  Year:  2004
5.  Month:  March  Year:  1902



Commas: Series (Adjectives)
A comma is a punctuation mark used to set apart ideas or segments of meaning, dates, addresses, and parts of a letter.  At this level, students will use a comma to separate a series of adjectives.

A comma is used to separate three or more adjectives in a series.  For example:

-I saw sneakers that had yellow, white, and purple stripes on them.
-I colored the picture using green, blue, black, and brown crayons.
-My best friend Tracey is kind, friendly, helpful, and pretty.

Practice:

It may be helpful to explain the use of commas within an adjective series to the student.  Review the rule, and learn how to apply it by having the student rewrite sentences from his or her favorite books or the school textbook without the correct punctuation.  Work with the student and help him or her rewrite the sentences by inserting commas as needed.  Using the following examples is a good start.

1.  My brother's report card said he was smart creative funny and timely.
2.  The sunflowers were tall bright strong and healthy.
3.  I can describe my dog as small furry noisy and friendly.
4.  I like the flowers that are red yellow pink and orange.
5.  We flew kites shaped like triangles squares circles and diamonds.


Verbs: Past Participles - B
A participle is a verb that always operates as an adjective.  The past participle demonstrates an action that happened in the past.  In the sentence, "Delayed, she rushed to the airport terminal," the word "delayed" is the past participle and "rushed" is the operating verb.

Help the student develop sentences that include past participles.  Work with the student and help him or her distinguish the past participle from the verb of each sentence  he or she creates.  Start by giving the student the list of words below.  Ask him or her to create two sentences for each word.  One sentence should use the word as a verb, the other should use the word as a past participle.

	smile
	think
	amuse


Words used as verbs:
	1.  She smiled at the bus driver.
	2.  He thought about the correct answer.
	3.  Amuse the children while I get the cake.

   
Words used as past participles:
	1.  Having smiled at the driver, she boarded the bus.
	2.  Having thought about the answer, he raised his hand.
	3.  Amused at the show, they stayed for the second act.




Quotation Marks - D
Quotation marks are used to enclose a direct quote, to indicate dialogue, or to punctuate certain literary titles.  At this level, the students should be able to determine the speaker in a series of quotes.  They also need to recognize how to use quotation marks with special words and understand how punctuation changes meaning.

Correct Use of Quotation Marks in Dialogue

	Incorrect:  Bindel said, I like to eat spaghetti.
	Correct: Bindel said, "I like to eat spaghetti."

-It is important for students to note that quotation marks are used to distinguish a speaker and conversation.

Here is another example.

	Incorrect:  Babette,  Geronimo questioned, where is your brother?
	Correct:  "Babette," Geronimo questioned, "where is your brother?"
-When edited correctly, it becomes obvious that the speaker is Geronimo and not Babette.

Correct Use of Quotation Marks with Special Words

	Incorrect:  We call my oldest brother Junior Dad because he takes care of us each day after school.
	Correct:  We call my oldest brother "Junior Dad" because he takes care of us each day after school.
-It is important for students to note that quotation marks surround the entire special word or phrase.  For example, "The Big Cheese," "The Head Honcho," "Tiny Tim," etc.

Punctuation that Changes Meaning

	1.  "I am scared of riding my bike," Louis Charles said.
	2.  "I am scared of riding my bike, Louis," Charles said.
-It is important for students to understand the difference between the two sentences.  In sentence 1, Louis Charles is the full name of the speaker.  In sentence 2, Charles is speaking to his friend, Louis.  The quotation mark in a different place changes the entire sentence's meaning.

Practice:

In order for the student to practice using quotation marks correctly, he or she should recognize how quotation marks are used in familiar works.  To help the student with this understanding, you may wish to use an excerpt of dialogue from the student's textbook or leisure reading material.  Remove the quotation marks from around pieces of dialogue and special words.  Ask the student to rewrite the selection of text using the correct punctuation.  Below is a sample paragraph to get the student started.

 	Mom, I argued, why can't I play golf with all my friends after school?
	Hiram, she answered patiently, you haven't been doing very well in school.  You know that you need to pay more attention to the things that matter, like earth science and geometry.
	I paused before answering.  My mother would never understand that for me, sports were all I ever dreamed of.  I never wanted to do anything else but play golf.
	Hiram, my mother interrupted my thoughts, what are you thinking about?
	How could I tell her and risk breaking her heart?


Commas: Quotations
A comma is a punctuation mark used to set apart ideas or segments of meaning, dates, addresses, and parts of a letter.  At this level, commas are used with quotation marks.

A comma should be used with quotation marks to help the reader identify who is speaking.
-"You know that I hate peanut butter sandwiches," Jontue protested.
(In this example, it is clear that Jontue is the speaker, because we see that his conversation ends or pauses where the comma begins.)

-Mom asked, "What time will you be home from flute practice?"
-Mrs. Simpson declared, "You all did exceptionally well on your math quiz."
-"I wish I had a million dollars," Isoke grumbled.
-"You have to work hard to succeed in life," Angel told his friends.

Practice:

It may be helpful to explain the use of commas with quotation marks to the student.  Review the rule, and learn how to apply it by having the student rewrite sentences from his or her favorite books or the school textbook with the correct punctuation omitted.  Work with the student and help him or her rewrite the sentences by inserting commas as needed.  Using the following examples is a good start.

1.  Allen asked his mother "Can I go to the store with Tanisha and Helen?"
2.  "Trina and Gopi came calling for you earlier" Matilde's mother reported.
3.  "Today we will begin a chapter about dinosaurs" Mr. Escalante explained.
4.  Yoshi suggested "You should set up a savings account in your own name."
5.  Marcus wondered "Whatever happened to my favorite stuffed animal?"


Subject-Verb Agreement - D
The subject of a sentence tells who or what the sentence is about.  The subject performs the action (represented through a verb) in a sentence.  In "John swims in the lake," the subject of the sentence is "John."

The verb is the action word in a sentence.  In the sentence "Jason surfs often," the action word is "surfs."

The verb tense of a sentence must agree with the single or plural subject of the sentence.  For example, in "The girls were going to school," the subject (girls) is plural, so the verb, "were," must also be plural.

Practice:

A beneficial method for improving the student's understanding of subject-verb agreement is to create sentences with all verbs omitted.  Help the student insert the correct verbs.  For example:

	No Verb: The children ____ to the zoo yesterday.
	Verb:    The children went to the zoo yesterday.



Fragment/Run-On Sentence - E
A sentence is a group of words that expresses a complete thought.

A fragment is an incomplete sentence that cannot stand alone because it conveys partial meaning.  For example, "A movie about kids" and "likes fun music" are fragments.

A run-on sentence is a sentence that contains too much information.  "My dad baked a cake it tasted great without frosting" is a run-on sentence.

Examples of Fragments
A sentence fragment does not express a complete thought for one of two reasons:
1) It is missing a subject or predicate.
	Running quickly across the field. (missing subject)
	Over thirty men. (missing predicate)
2) It is a subordinate clause.
	When we left this morning.
	Because she was late for her meeting.	Examples of Run-On Sentences
A run-on sentence consists of two or more sentences that run together as if they were a single thought.  There are two types:
1) Fused - When two or more independent clauses are joined without a coordinating conjunction or endmark.
	The lightning flashed brightly in the sky the thunder roared in my ears.
2) Comma splice - When two or more independent clauses are joined by a comma instead of an endmark.
	I didn't hear you come in, I must have had the radio turned up too loudly.Practice:

Below are some sentence examples for the student.  These examples will help him or her practice identifying and correcting sentence fragments and run-ons.  First, ask the student to identify whether the sentence is complete, a fragment, or a run-on sentence.  Next, have the student correct the sentence.  The first two examples are completed below.  After the student has mastered the examples below, you may wish to find more sentences for them to use as practice.  You can use sentences from his or her textbooks, local newspapers, magazines, books, or, you may create your own.
1.  Yoanna fell outside. (Complete Sentence - No changes necessary)
2.  Bintu and her brother. (Sentence Fragment - a verb needs to be added)
3.  The restrooms are in the back corner.
4.  My mother and stepfather, while on vacation.
5.  For lunch I brought tomato soup I forgot that Mr. Tomeo's class was bringing in food for the entire class.
6.  Pack your warm clothes don't forget to pack a wool scarf.
7.  Laying in the tall grass.
8.  Animals of the San Diego Wild Animal Park.
9.  I slammed on the brakes at that moment thank goodness I had quick reflexes.
10.  Chicago, Illinois, our next stop.



Subject-Verb Agreement - F
When the subject (the person place or thing in a sentence) matches the verb (the action of a sentence) in number, the subject and verb are in agreement.  If the subject is singular, then the verb must also be singular.  Likewise, if the subject is plural, then the verb must also be plural.

Example: "He wants to go."
The subject (he) is singular. The verb (wants) is singular.
Example:  "They want to go."
The subject (they) is plural. The verb (want) is plural.

Here is a sentence in which the subject and verb don't agree:
"We loves to run on the beach."
It is incorrect because the subject (we) is plural, but the verb is singular (loves).



Create sentences in which students must "plug in" both the subject and verb. By doing so, they will realize the connection, that singular subjects require singular verbs, and plural subjects require plural verbs. After students become confident, try creating sentences that contain a phrase after the subject to make the exercise more challenging.

Example:   Every day  __________       ____________  to school.

If the sentence has a plural subject, they must be sure that the verb is plural.
"Every day Jacob's mom and dad drive him to school." Plural subject (mom and dad), plural verb (drive).

If the sentence has a singular subject, they must be sure that the verb is singular.
"Every day Juanita drives to school." Singular subject (Juanita), singular verb (drives).


Subject-Verb Agreement - G
When the subject (the person place or thing in a sentence) matches the verb (the action of a sentence) in number, the subject and verb are in agreement.  If the subject is singular, then the verb must also be singular.  Likewise, if the subject is plural, then the verb must also be plural.

Example: "He wants to go."
The subject (he) is singular. The verb (wants) is singular.
Example:  "They want to go."
The subject (they) is plural. The verb (want) is plural.

Here is a sentence in which the subject and verb don't agree:
"We loves to run on the beach."
It is incorrect because the subject (we) is plural, but the verb is singular (loves).



Have students choose a magazine or newspaper article. Ask students to find sentences that contain phrases and modifiers within sentences in the article and cross them out. Remind students that phrases and modifiers do not affect the subject. Then ask them to circle the subject and verb in these sentences, identifying whether they are singular or plural.

This will help students to focus on sentences containing distracting modifiers and prepositional phrases that get in between the subject and the verb and often confuse people.


Verb Tense - A
A verb expresses an action that may or may not be visible.  In "Samantha pushed the bike," "pushed" is a visible action verb.  "Pushing" is something that can be observed.  In "Samantha needed a new bike," "needed" is the verb, but it expresses an invisible action.

Verb tense demonstrates the time of the action indicated in a sentence.  Verb tense indicates that an action has happened (past tense), is happening (present tense), or will happen (future tense).  For example, "run" is present tense, past tense is "ran," and future tense is "will run."

It will be helpful to students if you give them the list of verbs below and ask them to write all seven tenses of the verbs in a chart. Then have students put each verb tense in a separate sentence.

Verbs: walk, act, work, fish, laugh, listen, sneeze

Example:
Present: walks, She walks to my house.
Past: walked, She walked to my house.
Future: will walk, She will walk to my house tomorrow.
Present perfect: has walked, She has walked to my house in the past.
Past perfect:  had walked, She had walked to my house in the rain.
Future perfect: will have walked, She will have walked to my house eight times.
Present perfect progressive: will have been walking, She will have been walking for three miles when she arrives at my house.


Verb Tense - B
A verb expresses an action which may or may not be visible. In "Ellen drank the glass of juice," "drank" is a visible action verb. "Drinking" is something that can be observed. In "Ellen wanted another glass of juice," "wanted" is the verb, but it expresses an invisible action.

Verb tense demonstrates the time of the action indicated in a sentence. Verb tense indicates that an action has happened (past tense), is happening (present tense), or will happen (future tense). For example, "talk" is present tense. Past tense is "talked," and future tense is "will talk."



It will be helpful to students if you give them the list of verbs below and ask them to write all seven tenses of the verbs in a chart. Then have students put each verb tense in a separate sentence.

Verbs: walk, act, work, fish, laugh, listen, sneeze

Example:
Present: walks, She walks to my house.
Past: walked, She walked to my house.
Future: will walk, She will walk to my house tomorrow.
Present perfect: has walked, She has walked to my house in the past.
Past perfect:  had walked, She had walked to my house in the rain.
Future perfect: will have walked, She will have walked to my house eight times.
Present perfect progressive: will have been walking, She will have been walking for three miles when she arrives at my house.


Semicolons - A
A semicolon is used to join two complete sentences that are closely related in meaning.  A semicolon often takes the place of a conjunction (and, but, yet, so, for, though, or, etc.).  A semicolon is not used when any of these conjunctions are used to join two sentences.

For example:
	Incorrect: The field trip to the park should be fun we are all going to bring a game to play.
	Correct:   The field trip to the park should be fun; we are all going to bring a game to play.

Note that when two complete sentences are joined with a semicolon, the first word in the second sentence is not capitalized.
	Incorrect:  My sister is tall; She has grown six inches in the last two months.
	Correct:  My sister is tall; she has grown six inches in the last two months.

Practice:

It may be helpful to explain the use of semicolons to the student.  To review this definition and practice applying this punctuation mark, try this activity:

Have the student rewrite sentences from a favorite book or school textbook to better comprehend this skill.  Work with the student to rewrite the sentences by inserting semicolons as needed.  Find some examples of sentences from these books for the student to use for practice.  Below are some examples to get you started.

1.  I wish I was a little bit taller I have always been the smallest boy in class.
2.  My mother is my best friend I feel like I can trust her with anything.
3.  Brian, Timmy, and Shawn are practicing for the talent show they have entered for the past three years.
4.  My father is visiting tomorrow he has to drive six hours to get here.
5.  Brianna sings in the choir she leads the alto section. 


Commas: Compound Sentence
A comma is a punctuation mark used to set apart ideas or segments of meaning.  They are also used to set off dates, addresses, and parts of a letter.  At this level, commas are used within compound sentences.

Example of the use of a comma in a compound sentence:
I cannot believe you would cheat on the exam, yet I have never known you to be a perfectly honest person.

In a compound sentence, a comma is used to separate clauses.  A clause is a group of related words containing a subject and a verb.  Two types of clauses exist— main clauses and subordinate clauses.  Main clauses express a complete thought.  Subordinate clauses cannot stand alone.  The following are all clauses:

-I prefer rye bread (main clause)
-that is landing in the afternoon (subordinate clause)
-Open the window (main clause)
-when you lock the kitchen door (subordinate clause)

In a compound sentence, two main clauses are connected by a coordinating conjunction.  Coordinating conjunctions include: for, nor, and, but, or, yet, and so.

Examples of commas used to separate main clauses in a compound sentence:

1.  Aunt Ida lost her car keys, and she cannot remember where she left a spare set.
2.  Khalil ran quickly, but he still could not catch the thief.
3.  Paris brushes her hair, and then she brushes her teeth.

Practice:

It would be helpful to practice adding commas to compound sentences with the student.  To do this, find sentences from his or her school books, reading materials, newspapers, or magazines.  Give the student a list of compound sentences with the comma removed.  Have the student remember that the comma in a compound sentence usually comes before the coordinating conjunction.  By having the student memorize the definition of a main clause, as well as the list of coordinating conjunctions, he or she can master adding commas to a compound sentence.

Below are some sample sentences for the student to begin his or her practice.

1.  Marjorie could not tell her mother a lie for she was a very honest person.
2.  Arlene Rosado invited ten people to her party and she even included her favorite teacher.
3.  Mikhail does not like celery nor does he like carrots.
4.  I would attend your party but I just can't find anything nice to wear.
5.  You should either wear your blue jacket or you should wear your red vest.
6.  I cannot seem to make a decision for either choice could result in a disaster.
7.  I am arriving at North Station this afternoon so you should wait for me by the clock tower. 		   


Nouns: Possessive - B
A noun names a person, place, thing, or idea.  A possessive noun shows ownership or relationship.  Possessive nouns usually use apostrophes.  Possessives answer the question "Whose?" 

Possessive nouns are formed in several ways:
1) Common nouns- for most common nouns add -'s
	- Ex. car -> car's
	- Ex. boss -> boss's
	- Ex. daughter-in-law -> daughter-in-law's
- When a plural common noun ends in -s add only -'.
	- Ex. cars -> cars'
	- Ex. puppies -> puppies'

2) Proper nouns-  for most proper nouns add -'s
	- Ex. James -> James's hat
	- Ex. Usha and Ogechi's piano (joint ownership)
	- Ex. Mary's and Helen's clothes (individual ownership)
- When a plural proper noun is formed with the -es ending, then add only -'.
	- Ex. The Joneses - >The Joneses' house
	- Ex. The Rosses and the Williamses' timeshare property (joint ownership)
	- Ex. The Rosses' and the Williamses' homes (individual ownership)

Practice:

In order to help the student understand how to identify and use possessive nouns, use the following exercise.  Have the student complete the following questions with short answers using the correct possessive form.
	- Ex. Whose coat ? (the doctor) the doctor's coat
1. Whose children? (Mr. Thomas) _______________ 
2. Whose bedroom? (Jamila and Rashida) _______________ 
3. Whose boats? (Thien and Hector) _______________ 
4. Whose cars? (The Johnsons and the Jameses) _______________ 
5. Whose homework? (my sister) _______________ 



Sentence Combining - C
A sentence expresses one complete thought.  Sentence combining requires students to create complete sentences from two or more separate sentences while avoiding fragments and run-ons.  At this level, sentence combining involves adding conjunctions such as and, for, nor, but, or, yet, and so.

Practice:

A method for improving the student's ability to structure a sentence correctly is to develop short, but complete, sentences.  Help the student combine these short sentences into one correct sentence:

	Sentence 1: I did not sleep much last night.
	Sentence 2: I was tired today.
	Combine:  I did not sleep much last night, so I was tired today.



Semicolons - B
A semicolon is used to join two complete sentences that are closely related in meaning.  A semicolon often takes the place of a conjunction (and, but, yet, so, for, though, or, etc.).  A semicolon is not used when any of these conjunctions are used to join two sentences.

For example:
	Incorrect: The field trip to the park should be fun we are all going to bring a game to play.
	Correct:   The field trip to the park should be fun; we are all going to bring a game to play.

Note that when two complete sentences are joined with a semicolon, the first word in the second sentence is not capitalized.
	Incorrect:  My brother is tall; He has grown six inches in the last two months.
	Correct:  My brother is tall; he has grown six inches in the last two months.

Semicolons are also used in a series with three or more items when commas are used within the items listed.
-On our last vacation, we traveled to Halifax, Nova Scotia; Bar Harbor, Maine; and Boston, Massachusetts.

Practice:

It may be helpful to explain the use of semicolons to the student.  To review this definition and practice applying this punctuation mark, try this activity:

Have the student rewrite sentences from a favorite book or school textbook to better comprehend this skill.  Work with the student to rewrite the sentences by inserting semicolons as needed.  Find some examples of sentences from these books for the student to use for practice.  Below are some examples to get you started.

1.  I am excited for the movie tonight I have never been to a show on opening night before.
2.  Make sure you pack your lunch for tomorrow you don't want to have to pay to eat in the cafeteria.
3.  The teacher assumed that the students had all done their homework she continued speaking even though several students looked confused.
4.  I can't wait for the field trip I have never been to a water park before.
5.  Don't forget your permission slip the teacher won't let you on the bus without one.
6.  Important cities in American history include Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, New York, New York and Lexington, Massachusetts.


Verbs: Gerunds - B
A gerund is a word that is formed from the present participle form of a verb (the form ending with -ing) but acts as a noun in a sentence.

Here are some examples of gerunds.
 		- Ex. COMPETING was hard work.
		- Ex. WINNING felt great!
		- Ex. DANCING is my favorite activity.

	A gerund phrase consists of a gerund and its modifiers.  Like a gerund, a gerund phrase functions as a noun.
		- Ex. COMPETING FOR THE NUMBER ONE SPOT was hard work.
		- Ex. WINNING AT CHESS felt great!
		- Ex. DANCING THE NIGHT AWAY is my favorite activity.

Note: Not all words that end with -ing are gerunds.  Many -ing words are verbs that describe an action.  In the following example, singing is not used as a gerund.  Instead it is used as a verb.
		- Ex. I am SINGING at school next week.

Practice:

To help the student understand the difference between gerunds and other verbs, have the student choose gerunds to complete each of the following sentences.
	1.  _______________  is good exercise.
	2.  _______________  would be a fun idea.
	3.  _______________  sounds like a good hobby.
	4.  _______________  seems to be something you would be good at.
	5.  _______________  becomes more difficult the older you get.



Fragment/Run-On Sentence - F
A sentence must include at least one noun and one verb to express a complete thought.

A  sentence fragment is an incomplete sentence that cannot stand alone because it conveys only partial meaning.

Example:  A movie about kids.
This group of words contains a subject (a movie) but does not contain a verb.

Example:  Likes fun music.
This fragment contains a verb but is missing a subject.

A run-on sentence is a sentence that contains too much information without using necessary punctuation or conjunctions.

Example:  My dad baked a cake it tasted great without frosting.
This is a run-on sentence because it contains more than one subject, more than one verb, and does not contain necessary punctuation.

Fragments are incomplete sentences that are missing either subjects (nouns) or predicates (verbs).  Run-on sentences are long sentences that do not use proper punctuation or conjunctions (and, but, or, etc.)

Practice:

To help the student understand how to repair sentence fragments and run-on sentences, have him or her complete the following sentences by filling in the blanks with either a noun, verb, or conjuction.

Example:
The adults in my family _______________  a lot. (verb)  ->  The adults in my family sing a lot.

1.  _______________  love to take pictures together.  (noun)  -> 
2.  My aunt and uncle always come to visit, _______________  they usually bring Grandma Josephine.  (conjunction)
3.  _______________  brings lots of fun games that we all like to play.  (noun)
4.  My sister Raina _______________  yesterday afternoon.  (verb)
5.  We are having our next family reunion in Texas, _______________  everyone is going to stay in the same hotel together.  (conjunction)

